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Summary 

The business value hidden in the large quantity of data that organizations produce daily and accumulate over time is becoming more 

and more evident. As a consequence, Big Data processing using infrastructure such as Apache Hadoop is becoming a mainstream 

activity in the typical enterprise data center. In most cases, the execution time of a Hadoop job is directly related to the business 

outcome, and Big Data processing is expected to happen in real-time or quasi real-time. Unfortunately, the Hadoop job results are 

available only when all its numerous tasks are completed, making Hadoop very sensitive to any unbalance in parallel task execution. 

Furthermore, there are several other factors that affect Hadoop processing speed that rely upon the network such as data ingestion 

rates, mapper data access, intermediate mapper results shuffling, reducers data access and HDFS initial replication and replica 

recovery, to name a few. All of these places unique demands on the network infrastructure, which in turn must offer visibility into finely 

grained performance parameters with an almost surgical degree of control.   

Built upon the Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric, Pluribus Freedom Series switches running the Netvisor® operating system provide 

this superior level of visibility and control with network fabric-wide management access through a single point. Both CLI-based 

management and API programmatic access are greatly simplified by accessing the consolidated view of the entire fabric, bringing ease-

of-use and simple application integration. 

The detailed visibility provided by Pluribus Netvisor operating system (nvOS) can reveal critical conditions common in Hadoop clusters. 

These results may be consumed in either real-time for corrective actions, or post-mortem to identify the root cause of a delayed job. 

The Pluribus nvOS visibility is a convenient tool to distinguish between poor performances due to network resources versus application 

level unbalance. Overall execution time of a Hadoop job depends on multiple phases. The nvOS application flow visibility provides the 

performance characterization of any flow in the cluster. 

Based on open networking standards and merchant silicon switch lines, the joint Pluribus solution offers unparalleled fabric insight, 

agility and security for Hadoop infrastructure with industry leading economics.  
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Introduction 
The term Big Data refers to the processing of data sets so large or complex that traditional 

data processing applications are inadequate. The goal is to use predictive analytics or 

other advanced methods to extract value from data. It requires data capture, transfer, 

analysis, search, visualization, storage and sharing of massive amounts of data while 

preserving information privacy. Accuracy in big data processing may lead to more 

effective decision-making with greater operational efficiency, cost reduction, and reduced 

risk. As data applications include finding new correlations to spot trends for business or 

even crime prevention as well as to advance the scientific research in the fields of 

meteorology, genomics, biology and environmental research, to name a few. 
 

A typical Big Data framework such as Apache Hadoop makes use of an array of servers 

organized for multi-stage processing. The popular Map-Reduce algorithm dedicates 

servers –mappers– to the preliminary “mapping” tasks (for example sorting students by 

first name into queues, one queue for each name) and then provides the intermediate 

results to a second set of servers –reducers– to perform the “reduce” tasks and compute 

the final results (in this case counting the number of students in each queue, yielding 

name frequencies). 

 

Running as a pipeline, the job data gets ingested from its source and is stored in a 

distributed file system in multiple replicas. After mapping, the intermediate results are 

stored in the distributed file system, ready for the reduce phase (this operation is called 

shuffling). After reducing, depending on the analysis being performed, the output can be a 

massive amount of data (as in a pure sorting task), or it can be a comparatively smaller 

data set (as in a statistical analysis). 

To support the need to exchange, monitor and control huge flows of data, Pluribus has 

developed a Virtualization-Centric Fabric architecture based in part on server cluster 

technologies. Without the need for an external controller, the Pluribus Freedom Series 

Ethernet Switches powered by Pluribus nvOS federate into a Virtualization-Centric Fabric, 

offering fabric-wide insight, agility and security for virtual loads. This paper explains how 

Pluribus nvOS enhances the deployment of Apache Hadoop above and beyond classic 

Network Operating Systems. 

 

Pluribus Freedom Series Switches 

The Pluribus Networks Freedom series switches provide best-in-class networking 

functionality including switching, routing, storage and analytics. This dramatically improves 

workload management and network agility. Pluribus Freedom spine-leaf infrastructure is 

particularly suitable for large VM pools with migration, big data analytics, cloud and VDI 

applications. 

Pluribus Netvisor® (nvOS) Innovation 

Pluribus Networks advances network virtualization and software-defined networking 

(SDN) through Netvisor (nvOS), the industry’s most programmable, open source-based 

network operating system. Netvisor is based upon the Pluribus Virtualization-Centric 

Fabric™ (VCF™) architecture, a proven approach to understanding flow, rapidly 

responding to business needs and securing your data. Pluribus nvOS is a distributed 

controller fabric: 

 The fabric-wide Command Line Interface(CLI) is paired with programmability (C, 

RESTful API), OpenStack integration, and DevOps tools (e.g. Ansible) for agility 

and automation via a single point of management 

 The integrated, tap-less telemetry, application monitoring is based on a powerful 

fabric-wide ability to track network application flows and client-server connections 

To support the need to 

exchange, monitor and control 

huge flows of data, Pluribus 

Netvisor has developed a 

Virtualization-Centric Fabric 

architecture based on server 

cluster technologies. 
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 The fabric-wide end-point database, or vPort table, is known and accessible by 

all switches to simplify troubleshooting and apply policies     

 QoS and security allow for granular flow filtering and security actions by vFlow 

programming 

The Pluribus Netvisor operating system and Freedom Series of switches provides best-in-

class hardware switching economics. The deployment flexibility is guaranteed by Pluribus 

nvOS full Layer 2/Layer 3 (L2/L3) stack with CLI providing complete interoperability with 

the existing networking infrastructure without the need to “rip and replace”.  

Pluribus nvOS Innovation Advantage 

Distributed Controller Fabric 

For the past 20 years, people have configured routers and switches box-by-box via the CLI, 

experiencing management overhead and errors. Pluribus nvOS creates a cluster –a fabric 

cluster– between Pluribus switches, even across 3rd party network devices. This gives the 

ability to configure and troubleshoot the network as if it were a single switch, using a single 

secure login through one logical control point. 

Application Flow Visibility 

IT organizations need to ensure the ‘Application Quality of Experience,’ which includes ease of 

application deployment and operation, application performance, and making sure the 

application makes optimal use of compute, storage, network, and virtualization resources. The 

Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric integrates analytics capabilities to offer a real-time view 

into all application flows at the host and VM level. Latency, packet loss, and connection 

durations are all available to create a complete picture. 

vPort 

While a legacy Ethernet switch is only aware of the devices connected to its own ports, Pluribus 

nvOS maps each end-point to a vPort. The vPort is a record in a fabric-wide database, which 

gives the ability to track port attributes across the fabric, even over a specified time range.  The 

vPort record may store simple information, as the IP address to MAC address mapping, but it 

may be used to store additional endpoint metadata as the hostname, the OS and the hardware 

configuration to easy end-to-end application troubleshooting. When a VM migrates from one 

server to another, the vPort record is updated and any associated policy follows the endpoint.  

vFlow 

Enforcing security and applying QoS require control over network flows, for any arbitrary 

combination of physical ports, L2, L3 and L4 information. 

Pluribus vFlow offers granular visibility and control over network traffic: even without a controller 

the configuration is applied across the whole fabric, not per switch. Flow programming is based 

on matching conditions, for example source/destination IP, protocols, ports etc. with actions, 

which could include drop, limit bandwidth, redirect, mirror, trap, change VLAN/VXLAN, 

encapsulation or copy to CPU. 
 

Big Data processing businesses 

requirements 

In recent years, seemingly every organization now has access to humongous quantities of 

data, also known as Big Data, which contains actionable business intelligence, providing 

that the data is processed within some time boundary and at reasonable cost. Due to the 

strategic value of the results, the trend is to shorten the execution time down to a quasi-

real time operation.   

Apache Hadoop is an open source application suite widely adopted for Big Data 

processing. It implements the Map-Reduce algorithm using off-the-shelf computing 

resources.  It also includes the Hadoop File System, a highly parallel and distributed file 

system which stores data on the compute nodes themselves. 

A Hadoop deployment is typically shared across multiple departments in an organization, 

and as such, it is kept very busy. Each department depends more and more upon the 

Hadoop task results being available at a pre-scheduled time. For example, an output 

would be used to determine the list of goods needed overnight by a set of large 

Traffic from a leaf always 

crosses two links and it is evenly 

balanced across all spines, with 

advantages in terms of 

performance, availability, and 

predictable end-to-end network 

latency when compared to a 

legacy three tier design. 
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distribution stores. To speed up execution, the Hadoop infrastructure splits the batch into 

a large number of jobs to be executed in parallel, with the final result being computed by 

merging the results of each of those parallel-processed jobs.  

While the high parallelism provided by the Hadoop infrastructure, on average, can 

produce actionable results in a timely manner, problems will arise when a small fraction of 

the jobs take significantly longer than their peers. Once started, a processing task is 

completed only when the last job is completed. Thus, the system must stay in balance to 

avoid waiting for a slow job that may dramatically affect the overall task duration. For 

these reasons, the Hadoop infrastructure is under continuous scrutiny to identify any 

performance issues. 

Network Design Considerations for 

Apache Hadoop 

The business requirements drive the network design considerations, from the architecture 

to the operation and management features. 

Typical Network Architecture for Big Data 

Processing 

A modern datacenter network POD architecture is based on a spine and leaf topology as 
illustrated in Figure 1: the top of rack (ToR) switches are the leaf switches and they are 
attached to the core switches as the spine. The leaf switches are not connected to each 
other and spine switches only connect to the leaf switches (or an upstream core device). 
In this architecture, the number of uplinks from the leaf switch equals the number of spine 
switches. 
 
Traffic from a leaf always crosses two links and it is evenly balanced across all spines, 
with advantages in terms of performance, availability, and predictable end-to-end network 
latency when compared to a legacy three tier design. Availability is provided by link 
aggregation between the compute nodes and the leaf switches, and between the leaf and 
the spine switches. Leaf and spine switches may be deployed in pairs using the multi -
chassis link aggregation (MLAG) technology to remove any single point of failure (not 
shown in Figure 1). 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1 - Spine-leaf network architecture for Apache Hadoop cluster 
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In most cases, Apache Hadoop is deployed as a cluster of one or more racks. Each rack 

being mapped to an IP subnet. In scalable deployments, data ingest and egress and file 

system operation across racks is performed across Layer 3 boundaries; the key 

requirement is to optimize the overall system performance and to localize data processing 

within the same server or within the same rack.  

Typical Data Paths in an Hadoop Cluster 

A cluster may process multiple jobs at the same time. Each job can be in a different phase 

such as data ingest, result egress, shuffling data between map and reduce processing 

stages or executing a large number of map and reduce tasks. 

 

Network traffic is divided into primary traffic (which is essential to complete the job) and 

secondary traffic, which is needed to preserve integrity of the Hadoop core infrastructure – 

such as for the Hadoop File System (HDFS): 

 The primary traffic in and out the cluster, also known as north-south, is due to the 

ingestion of massive amounts of data and results egress 

 The traffic inside the cluster, also known as east-west, has a component of 

primary traffic due to shuffling intermediate results from mappers to reducers. 

This component is critical for task duration. It depends on the analysis being 

performed and can involve many-to-many mapper and reducers or many-to-few 

mapper and reducers. 

 The east/west secondary traffic (e.g. to create the replicas for new data or after a 

replica failure) can be disruptive for job execution (long tail). Secondary traffic 

should be policed to privilege job execution. 

 
For optimal performance, the Hadoop infrastructure requires reliable information on the 

network topology and status: 

 Locality is critical - each job workload and job data should be co-located (same 

server is ideal; same rack is acceptable). Thus the need is for availability of 

reliable, network-wide, topology information. 

 Secondary traffic should be adjusted to preserve the performance of the primary 

traffic. Thus, the need is real time information on traffic flows. 

Enhancing Apache Hadoop Network 

Operation with Pluribus nvOS  
The Pluribus Netvisor operating system running on Pluribus Freedom switches 

offer unique features to the data center network architect and administrator:  

 

Pluribus Netvisor unique features Benefit in an Apache Hadoop deployment 

Feature-rich L2/L3 and multicast Assure interoperability with legacy devices to offer flexible design options when 

deploying a new Hadoop POD 

Fabric-wide single point of management 

via CLI and/or API without the need of a 

controller: the entire fabric is seen as a 

single switch 

Management of each end-point allows maximum agility, since it doesn’t require 

knowledge of the attachment point. 

Automation -in integration with the Hadoop suite- is independent with respect to  

changes in the infrastructure 

Integrated or tap-less fabric provides 

visibility into end-to-end application flows 

Powerful troubleshooting tools, suitable for a dynamic environment, include an 

extensive set of built-in network telemetry and provide indicators on large data 

flow, file system operations and results shuffling 

vPort host/end-point identity and location 

database 

Fabric-wide consolidated view of end-points to simplify troubleshooting and anchor 

policies 

vFlow commands set to select and control 

data flows 

Administrator can identify individual flows or classes of flow to apply QoS and 

security policies fabric-wide 

http://www.pluribusnetworks.com
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http://www.pluribusnetworks.com
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Addressing Apache Hadoop Network 

Challenges with Pluribus Netvisor 

 

 

 

The following table summarizes the benefits of Pluribus Netvisor for Apache 

Hadoop operation: 

Hadoop Phase Challenge Pluribus Netvisor solution 

New cluster deployment Third party datacenter, Hadoop racks 

communicates via legacy core/spine 

Pluribus Netvisor provides fabric-wide visibility 

and control in both new and third party 

deployments (including a combination of racks 

with legacy ToRs and racks with Pluribus 

nvOS ToRs). The familiar CLI also allows for 

easy insertion in traditional network 

environments. 

Data ingest and results output Maximize data flow while preserving active 

job performance 

Set the acceptable bandwidth used fabric-wide 

for data ingest and results output 

Job placement Localization of task execution and data 

may be based on old topology information, 

causing some jobs to complete in a much 

longer time than others (long tail) 

vPort API for Hadoop to read updated topology 

and identify servers in same rack  

Intermediate results shuffling Prevent and/or detect congestion when 

many mappers communicate to few 

reducers 

Congestion analysis to monitor end-to-end 

data flows carrying intermediate results  

HDFS primary Monitor traffic volume to detect non-

localized traffic 

Fabric-wide application flows and client-server 

connections telemetry 

HDFS secondary Keep secondary traffic volume to an 

acceptable level 

Fabric-wide bandwidth administration to 

dynamically control secondary traffic. 

All phases Network administrator doesn’t have 

visibility into nodes names and roles 

Fabric-wide programmatic API for Hadoop to 

program into nvOS vPort “directory” node 

names and roles 

Figure 2 - Apache Hadoop deployment with Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric running Netvisor 
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The following paragraphs describe these capabilities and how they can be used to the 

advantage of an Apache Hadoop cluster deployment.   

Pluribus nvOS Deployment Options 
Each switch in the fabric locally computes the network topology state with traditional L2/L3 

network protocols (e.g. STP, BGP, OSPF), providing interoperability with the legacy 

infrastructure. Pluribus Freedom switches with Pluribus Netvisor can be deployed as ToRs 

for all racks or for a subset of the racks as well as deployed as Spine switches. This offers 

maximum flexibility in network design: 

 
 New Deployment ToR: Deploy a network POD entirely composed of Pluribus 

switches with Pluribus nvOS, including spine switches and leaf switches 

 Third Party and ToR Deployment: Deploy ToR Pluribus switches with Pluribus 

Netvisor in each rack 

 Third Party Deployment POD: To support a specific application such as 

Hadoop within a legacy network built with third party devices, insert a set of racks 

with Pluribus switches with Pluribus nvOS ToRs 

 

In the presence of third party legacy switches, all Pluribus switches can still form a 

seamless fabric, providing there is L2 or L3 connectivity among nvOS nodes via the 

management interfaces or in-band. 

 

Pluribus nvOS provides design options in deploying the Hadoop cluster: each rack 

adopting a Pluribus ToR interoperates with the datacenter infrastructure, while providing a 

single point of control and end-to-end visibility for all cluster nodes. 

 

The administrator can also introduce fabric-wide policies. For instance, to limit the 

secondary traffic throughput in the cluster and preserve job performances.  

 

http://www.pluribusnetworks.com
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Fabric Design with Pluribus nvOS in New 

Deployments 

 

  

Figure 3- Hadoop Cluster deployment with Pluribus Netvisor: the Virtualization-Centric Fabric offers a single point of control 

as if it were a single switch 
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Leaf deployment with Pluribus Netvisor 

 

Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric, 

Distributed Controller 
The Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric (VCF™) is a distributed architecture, based on a 

collection of compute clustering techniques which presents an open, standards-based 

Ethernet fabric as one logical entity, simplifying the management, monitoring, virtualization 

and programming of the network fabric. Pluribus Netvisor can cluster under a single 

logical switch any combination of Pluribus Freedom Series switches. 

 

Each switch locally computes the network topology state with traditional L2/L3 network 

protocol, then each switch relies on the clustering algorithms to replicate its “view” of the 

network fabric to all the other peer switches in the cluster. As a result every switch in the 

cluster has the same knowledge of the state of the entire fabric: host MAC address, host 

IP address, ports, connection flows, network resources, etc. The cluster forms a “multi-box 

virtual switch” to dramatically simplify network management. Any node in the network can 

act as the central point of management and control for the entire cluster. 

 

The Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric is not a replacement of open, standards-based 

network protocols to build a network fabric, but rather it is a complementary software 

architecture to augment the network’s capabilities above and beyond L2/L3 connectivity. 

 

The network administrator can easily access fabric-wide telemetry information to identify 

the Hadoop primary traffic and secondary traffic flows, apply policies and review the 

topology. The Hadoop administrator can easily access fabric-wide information from the 

Pluribus fabric via a single programmatic interface. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4 - Hadoop Cluster deployment in third party environment: Spines are legacy switches, ToRs are a fabric of Pluribus 

Netvisor Freedom switches 
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Programmability 

Pluribus Netvisor offers developers the ability to monitor and control network resources 

(e.g. ports, VLANs, MACs etc.), network services and individual application flows with a 

simple and powerful API. Programming options, beyond the CLI include C and RESTful 

API, providing an easy integration with the application layer. 

 

With the programmable API, it is possible to program application flows and control 

network resources fabric-wide. The network can be treated as a single programmable 

switch. This approach further simplifies application integration. 

 

The Pluribus Netvisor API provides a tool to inject into the fabric information about the 

Hadoop cluster that simplifies visibility information, telemetry and troubleshooting: 

 Server name and role (such as client, Job Tracker, Name Node, Data Node, 

Task Tracker) 

 Servers participating in a Job 

 At the same time the Pluribus Netvisor API can provide fabric-wide reliable 

information to the Hadoop cluster such as: 

o Rack awareness to preserve locality 

o Network hot spots to avoid placement of jobs in critical areas  

 
Since the fabric offers a single point of control, simple scripts can access fabric-wide 

information to take real time action beneficial to the entire cluster. A typical example is to 

rate limit secondary HDFS traffic during the execution of a business critical job. 

 

The programmable Pluribus Virtualization-Centric Fabric provides an initial set of 

applications, such as fabric-wide TopTalkers and FlowTrace. Top Talkers provides a list of 

end points ordered by their traffic volume. FlowTrace provides the list and detailed 

congestion status of the input/output ports of all switches traversed by a given data flow, 

valuable information to identify and prevent congestion during the shuffling of intermediate 

results. Pluribus applications are accessible to the network administrators via a CLI and to 

Hadoop via a programmatic API. 

Visibility and Control: vPort and vFlow 

Pluribus Netvisor provides advance capabilities to monitor and control traffic directly in the 

network fabric.  

 

 End point information is represented as vPort objects, organized into a single 

fabric-wide “directory” that includes basic physical topology information.  The 

vPort record schema may be programmatically extended to include application 

specific metadata such as server type and OS.  

 Traffic is identified, monitored and controlled referring to fabric-wide objects 

called vFlow. 

 Performance related telemetry, such as average latency, is readily accessible 

referring to the “connection” and “client-server” objects.   

 
Traffic visibility and control features are available via a CLI as well as via a programmatic 

interface for easy integration with the application logic. Netvisor provides fabric-wide traffic 

control and visibility, with monitoring capabilities for all network events. Traffic control 

includes rate limiting, access controls and redirection. When applied to a Hadoop cluster, 

the visibility and control features in Pluribus nvOS have several applications such as: 

 

 By programming the vPort table, the Hadoop administrator may provide the 

network administrator with shared information, such as nodes names and roles, 

to simplify joint performance analysis and troubleshooting. 

 The vFlow feature supports wildcards that allows control of the flow associated to 

data ingest and results output and to allocate a bandwidth compatible with the 

smooth execution of active jobs. The same approach is used to control HDFS 

secondary traffic to allow the prompt execution of a time sensitive job. 

With the programmable API, it is 

possible to program application 

flows and control network 

resources fabric-wide: the 

network can be treated as a 

single, programmable switch. 
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 The “connection-show” and “client-server-stats-show” commands allow the 

identification of the HDFS primary and secondary traffic, such as map or reduce 

tasks accessing remote data and file system data replication. 

Integrated Network and Application Flow 

Visibility 

Pluribus Netvisor runs inside the physical network, which is at the crossroad of all 

transactions –the ideal location for monitoring the infrastructure. The nvOS integrated, tap-

less network visibility is valuable in multiple cases: 

 

 Reduce the mean-time-to-troubleshoot network issues. 

 Identify deviation from normal to flag potential security issues and support 

auditing. 

 Create a baseline for capacity planning.  

 

By embedding sophisticated visibility directly inside the network switches, Pluribus 

Netvisor eliminates the need for a redundant monitoring infrastructure, cutting the costs for 

separate monitoring taps, probes or a dedicated visibility fabric. 

 

Examples of Pluribus Netvisor visibility capabilities are: 

Host locator 

 Ability to locate fabric-wide hosts from any node – both physical and virtual 

 Trace VM migrations fabric-wide from any node 

 Reports the specific switch and ToR port where the host is connected to enable 

location-based logic 

Application Flow Telemetry 

 Track application flow congestion statistics, port statistics, timestamps, flow 

latency and even flow paths across the fabric from any node in the cluster. 

 Very accurate –not based on sampling– fabric-wide Netflow.   

 
Overall execution time of a Hadoop job depends on multiple phases. The application flow 

telemetry provides the performance characterization of any flow in the cluster: 

 

 Data ingestion 

 Mapper data access 

 Intermediate result shuffling from mappers to reducers 

 Reducers data access 

 Results output 

 HDFS initial replication 

 HDFS replica recovery 

 
The detailed visibility provided by Netvisor can reveal critical conditions such as: 

 

 HDFS replica recovery data conflicting with Mapper/Reducer data access 

 Congestion/hot spots during results shuffling from many mappers to few reducers 

 Excessive traffics between Task Trackers and Data Nodes due to suboptimal 

data locality  

 
Results may be consumed in either real-time for corrective actions, or post-mortem to 

identify the root cause of a delayed job. The Pluribus Netvisor Visibility and telemetry is a 

convenient tool to distinguish between poor performances due to network resources 

versus application level unbalance.  

 

 

 

 

By embedding sophisticated 

telemetry directly inside the 

network switches, Pluribus nvOS 

eliminates the need for a 

redundant monitoring 

infrastructure, cutting the costs 

for separate monitoring taps, 

probes or a dedicated visibility 

fabric. 
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Conclusions   
The business value hidden in the large quantity of data that organizations produce daily 

and accumulate over time is becoming more and more evident. As a consequence, Big 

Data processing using infrastructure such as Apache Hadoop is becoming a mainstream 

activity in the typical enterprise data center. In most cases, the execution time of a 

Hadoop job is directly related to the business outcome, and Big Data processing is 

expected to happen in real-time or quasi real-time. Unfortunately, the Hadoop job results 

are available only when all its numerous tasks are completed, making Hadoop very 

sensitive to any unbalance in parallel task execution. This places unique demands on the 

network infrastructure, which must offer visibility into finely grained performance 

parameters and an almost surgical degree of control. 

 

Pluribus Netvisor provides a superior level of visibility and control and fabric-wide 

management access through a single point. Both CLI-based management and API 

programmatic access are greatly simplified by accessing the consolidated view of the 

entire fabric, bringing ease-of-use and simple application integration. 

 

Based on open networking standards, the Pluribus solution offers unparalleled fabric 

visibility and control for Hadoop infrastructure with industry leading economics. 
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About  
Pluribus Networks 
Pluribus Networks provides data center solutions 

that allow your business to run unconstrained. Our 

software-defined, open networking, fabric-based 

solutions transform existing network 

infrastructures into flexible and strategic assets 

fully aligned with today’s digital business needs. 

Our Virtualization-Centric Fabric (VCF™) 

architecture provides unprecedented insight, 

agility and security to customers seeking to 

simplify operations, run more cost effectively and 

bring new applications online faster. 

Learn more at www.pluribusnetworks.com and 

@pluribusnet. 
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